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Abstract

It is known that existing measures of intra-generational (within cohorts) redistri-
bution induced by pension schemes may prove highly misleading in the presence of
inter-generational (between cohorts) redistribution. In this paper we show that the
Kakwani progressivity index, extended to account for both positive and negative indi-
vidual tax liabilities, is a non-distorted measure of intra-generational redistribution
in pension systems. The relevance of the distortion induced by inter-generational
transfers is empirically shown in the comparison between pre- and post-reform Ital-
ian pension schemes from 1992 to 2004.
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1 Introduction

The measurement of lifetime redistribution induced by pension systems
has attracted the interest of many researchers (Creedy et al., 1993; Nelissen,
1995; Oshio, 2002; Disney, 2004; Borella and Coda Moscarola, 2006). Two
types of redistribution have been widely investigated: inter-generational and
intra-generational. The latter concerns the lifetime redistribution induced by
the pension system among members of the same cohort. The former, instead,
refers to the lifetime redistribution between cohorts, which is the gap, in the ag-
gregate, between the present value of contributions and benefits at retirement
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for each cohort as a whole. This is strictly related to financial sustainability
issues. 1

The measurement of intra-generational redistribution is known to be dis-
torted in the presence of inter-generational redistribution. That is, over- or
under-estimation may occur in generous or parsimonious pension systems.
This problem turns out to be particularly relevant in the case of mature
steady-state pay-as-you-go (PAYG) pension schemes, since inter-generational
redistribution is automatically entailed whenever the discount rate and the
earnings growth rate differ (Aaron, 1986; Creedy et al., 1993).

In the existing literature, intra-generational redistribution induced by pen-
sion schemes is usually measured through well known indexes in the field of
fiscal progressivity, ie. the Reynolds and Smolensky (1977) and the effective
progression index (Musgrave and Thin, 1948). In order to capture the sole
intra-generational component, at the preliminary stage, the observed data are
usually re-scaled in such a way as to eliminate the gap, in the aggregate,
between the present value of contributions and benefits for each cohort as a
whole (Kennedy, 1990; Creedy et al., 1993).

In this paper we propose a more rigorous approach, where the distortion
induced by inter-generational redistribution is avoided by “manipulating” the
normative properties of the progressivity index, not the observed data. With
this purpose in mind, we show that the Kakwani (1977) progressivity index
- as adequately extended to the scenario with both positive and negative tax
liabilities - allows for the measurement of intra-generational redistribution in-
dependently of inter-generational redistribution.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we highlight the two main
components of the redistribution induced by pension systems (intra- and inter-
generational). Also, the impact of inter-generational redistribution on progres-
sivity comparisons is discussed. In section 3, in order to capture the sole intra-
generational component, we suggest an extension of the Kakwani index allow-
ing for (i) both positive and negative tax liabilities and (ii) independence of
inter-generational redistribution. In section 4, in order to highlight empirically
the magnitude of the distortion induced by inter-generational redistribution,
we calculate the Kakwani (non-distorted) and the Reynolds-Smolensky (dis-
torted) progressivity indexes on micro-simulated pre- and post-reform data
for the Italian pension system. Section 5 concludes.

1 From an ex-ante point of view, intra-generational redistribution might be intended
as an insurance against strong income disparities in the working life “that is not
available in the market” (Diamond, 2004). Inter-generational redistribution, instead,
is mostly aimed at partial/full insurance against demographic and financial risks
(Smith, 1982).
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2 Progressivity comparisons

A pension system is said to be redistributive when it is not actuarially
fair, and vice versa. The redistribution can be of the intra- or/and the inter-
generational kind. In order to capture the intra-generational lifetime redistri-
bution induced by pension systems, two different concepts of lifetime income
at retirement are required, ie. theoretical and actual. The former indicates
the lifetime income an individual would enjoy under the hypothesis of an ac-
tuarially fair pension system, where, for each individual, the present value
of contributions at retirement perfectly matches the present value of benefits
at retirement. In particular, theoretical lifetime incomes are usually defined
under the no pension system hypothesis, ie. contributions are capitalized at
the market rate of return in the absence of behavioral responses. The latter,
instead, refers to the lifetime income actually received by each income unit
under the existing regulation of the pension system. In contrast with the distri-
bution of theoretical lifetime incomes, here the present values of contributions
and benefits at retirement do not necessarily coincide with each other both at
the individual and at the aggregate (cohort) level.

Given the distribution of theoretical and actual lifetime incomes, the main
insight behind progressivity comparisons is straightforward: the pension sys-
tem is progressive whenever theoretical lifetime incomes (pre-tax) are less
equally distributed than the actual one (post-tax), and vice versa. In addi-
tion, pension system A is more progressive than B’s whenever it is more life-
time inequality-reducing than the latter, and vice versa. In this sense, pension
schemes can be compared over time or across countries. 2

Two progressivity indexes are usually implemented for the measurement of
intra-generational redistribution induced by pension systems, 3 the Reynolds-
Smolensky (RS) and the effective progression index (EP). 4 The former is
defined as the difference between the two Gini indexes (G) calculated, re-
spectively, on the distribution of theoretical and actual lifetime incomes at
retirement. In other words, RS measures the equality gain due to the exis-
tence of the pension system. It is positive in the case of progressive pension
systems, and vice versa. The EP is defined as the ratio (not the difference)
between actual and theoretical equality, ie. it is informationally (not ordinally)

2 In this paper we strictly refer to effective, not structural (local) progressivity
measures (Lambert, 1993). On the implications of different theoretical (pre-tax)
income distributions in effective progressivity comparisons see Lambert and Pfahler
(1992).
3 In this paper, we strictly refer to complete orderings as obtained through pro-
gressivity indexes. However, for the sake of robustness, Lorenz dominance conditions
should be preferred (Lambert, 1999; Dardanoni and Lambert, 2000).
4 For a general overview on progressivity indexes see Kiefer (1984).
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equivalent to the former. 5

Let’s consider a population of n equally-aged individuals, living two periods
each, one as worker and one as retiree. The theoretical and actual lifetime in-
comes at retirement for a generic pension scheme are `∗i = yi(1−c)(1+r)+p∗i =
yi(1 + r) and `i = yi(1 − c)(1 + r) + pi, where r, c, y, p∗ and p indicate, re-
spectively, the discount rate, the contribution rate, the working income, the
theoretical and actual pension benefits. Given the vectors of theoretical and
actual lifetime incomes at retirement for a generic cohort h (`∗ and `), progres-
sivity can be measured sic et simpliciter as RS = G(`∗)−G(`). Unfortunately,
such a progressivity index depends on the generosity/parsimony of the pen-
sion system with respect to cohort h. 6 This fact is particularly relevant in
the case of PAYG pension systems, since at maturity (and steady-state) inter-
generational redistribution is automatically involved whenever g 6= r where g
is the earnings growth rate, ie. pi = cyi(1 + g) 6= p∗i .

7

Let’s indicate by ti = (p∗i−pi) the ith tax liability (if ti > 0) or gift (if ti < 0)
due to the pension system and by T =

∑n
i=1 ti the parsimony/generosity with

respect to the n-sized cohort h. The former is the tax/gift paid/received by

5 In this paper we stick to “lifetime-based progressivity comparisons”, which is the
most common approach in the field of pension systems. However, a multi-variate
(multi-period) approach might be required in order to achieve more rigorous pro-
gressivity orderings. First, lifetime progressivity automatically entails averaging of
the redistributive transfers at each period. Second, by virtue of lifetime progres-
sivity, maximum progressivity of the pension scheme would be achieved whenever
the vector of actual pension benefits perfectly offsets the income disparities in the
working life (-1 correlation between incomes in the working and elder life), which is
not a generally accepted definition of maximum progressivity.
6 An additional problem in the measurement of intra-generational redistribution
in the field of pension system consists of the timing approach. By virtue of the ex-
post approach, individual profiles (eg. income, household size, longevity) are known
for each individual under certainty conditions. By virtue of the ex-ante approach,
current pension systems may be assessed today with respect to the expected working
life and longevity. The two approaches are not necessarily equivalent to each other.
For instance, it is usually observed that, ex-ante, the redistribution induced by
the positive correlation between working income and longevity would be totally
neglected.
7 This type of intergenerational redistribution is inherent in a PAYG scheme, and
it may be looked at as the burden suffered by all future generations as a counter-
part to the subsidy enjoyed by the elderly generation when the scheme was first
introduced (see Kotlikoff (1987), p. 416). In place of the “no pension system hy-
pothesis” adopted in the text, theoretical incomes might thus be defined under the
“null solidarity hypothesis”, by which contributions are capitalized at the discount
rate or the earnings growth rate depending on the participation to funded or un-
funded schemes. By the latter, the difference between the earnings growth rate and
the discount rate in a mature steady-state PAYG system would not be source of
inter-generational redistribution.
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each individual, while the latter is the tax/gift paid/received by each cohort
as a whole (inter-generational redistribution). Then, the ith actual lifetime
income at retirement can be defined as the result of a tax structure (inher-
ent in the pension system) by which `i = `∗i − ti. In order to capture the
sole intra-generational redistribution, we may want the progressivity index to
be independent of the size of T. In other words, indicating by P a generic
progressivity index, it should be the case that

P(`, `∗, T ) = P(`′, `∗λT ) ∀ λ ∈ <, λ 6= 0 (1)

where `′i = `∗i −λti. In particular, when comparing the pension schemes of two
equally sized societies A and B, if (1) holds, then it must be the case that

P(`A, `A∗ , TA) > P(`B, `B∗ , TB) ⇐⇒ P(`A, `A∗ , TA) > P(`B′ , `B∗ , TA)

⇐⇒ P(`A′ , `A∗ , TB) > P(`B, `B∗ , TB)

that is, progressivity orderings are independent of the size of inter-generational
redistribution. Unfortunately, it can be shown that RS and EP do not satisfy
(1), so that a distortion of intra-generational redistribution would be naturally
involved unless T = 0. 8

In the existing literature, in order to capture the sole intra-generational re-
distribution, at the preliminary stage, the contribution rate is usually re-scaled
in such a way to eliminate inter-generational redistribution (Creedy et al.,
1993). In other words, in a two-period economy where each individual lives
one period as worker and one period as retiree, given ` from the observed data,
lifetime incomes at retirement are re-scaled such that ˆ̀

i = yi(1− ĉ)(1+r)+pi,
where ĉ = αc and α = [

∑
i pi]/[

∑
i cyi(1+r)] automatically imply T ′ = 0. Next,

RS and/or EP are computed on the transformed data. Unfortunately, this so-
lution does not allow for independence of inter-generational redistribution,
unless of particular circumstances. 9

8 Both RS and EP are invariant to scale transformations of the vector of actual
lifetime incomes, not tax liabilities. Given `′i = `∗i − λti, G(`′) 6= G(`), and, as a
result, RS(`, `∗, T ) 6= RS(`′, `∗λT ) as well as EP (`, `∗, T ) 6= EP (`′, `∗λT ).
9 Given y, p ∈ <n

+, p∗ = cy(1 + r), `∗ = y(1− c)(1 + r) + p∗, ` = `∗ − (p∗ − p) and
`′ = `∗−λ(p∗−p), then RS(ˆ̀, `∗, T ) = RS(ˆ̀′, `∗, λT ) ∀ λ iff ∃γ ∈ < : ˆ̀′ = γ ˆ̀ ∀ y, p.
Given p∗ 6= p, there is no unique scalar (γ) satisfying this condition. In the case of
mature steady state PAYG pension systems, instead, given ` = y(1 − c)(1 + r) +
cy(1 + g) and `′ = y(1− c)(1 + r) + cy(1 + g′), with g′ such that T ′ = λT , it must
be the case ˆ̀′ = ˆ̀= y(1 + r), ie. RS(ˆ̀, `∗, T ) = RS(ˆ̀′, `∗, λT ) = 0 ∀ λ.
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3 The measurement of intra-generational redistribution

Intra- and inter-generational redistribution in pension systems strongly dif-
fer from each other, so that it might be convenient to separate these two
sources of redistribution, and, in particular, to define a measure of intra-
generational redistribution which is independent of the inter-generational com-
ponent as specified in (1).

In the existing literature on fiscal progressivity, the Kakwani (1977) pro-
gressivity index (K) has been widely used for a very similar purpose, ie. inde-
pendence of the average tax rate. However, since pension schemes are usually
characterized by both positive and negative individual tax liabilities, this in-
dex has been mostly disregarded for the measurement of lifetime redistribution
(Coronado et al., 2000). Here, instead, we observe that K - as extended to neg-
ative tax liabilities - fits the measurement of intra-generational redistribution.

K is defined as the difference between the concentration index (C), calcu-
lated on the distribution of tax liabilities, and the Gini of the distribution of
theoretical lifetime incomes at retirement (pre-tax incomes). In other words,
K measures the disproportionality of tax liabilities with respect to the distri-
bution of theoretical lifetime incomes at retirement (Lambert, 1999). Given
non-negative individual tax liabilities, it is defined in [−(1+G(`∗)), (1−G(`∗))]
and it is positive in the case of progressive pension schemes. In particular, for
our purposes, it is worth observing that

K(`∗, `, T ) = C(`∗ − `)−G(`∗) = C(`∗ − `′)−G(`∗) = K(`∗, `′, λT ) ∀λ > 0

where, once again, `′i = `∗i − λti. In other words, if tax liabilities are non-
negative, then K is independent of inter-generational redistribution as speci-
fied in (1). In addition, given the average tax rate t̄ = T/

∑
i `
∗
i , it is known

that RS = [t̄/(1− t̄)]K.
Unfortunately, K is not clearly defined in the presence of negative tax li-

abilities, which is a very recurrent case in the field of pension systems. In
particular, for our purposes it should be taken into account that (i) tax liabil-
ities might be negative (ti < 0) for some individuals (the concentration curve
of tax liabilities might be initially negative), and, even more, (ii) the average
tax rate might be negative.

Point (i) is not sufficient to jeopardize either the opportunity for Gini-based
inequality orderings or the relationship between RS and K. However, as ob-
served in Schutz (1951) and Chen et al. (1982), since the concentration curve
is expected to be negative for the poorest income units, the concentration in-
dex is not necessarily bounded in [-1,1] any longer (C ∈ [−∞, +∞]). 10 As a
result, in the presence of both positive and negative tax liabilities, K is defined

10 Let’s consider an income vector with maximum concentration x := {0, 10}. In-
tuitively, if negative incomes are allowed, then concentration can be furthermore
enhanced through some poor-to-rich transfer, eg. x̂ := {−1, 11}.
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in [−∞, +∞].
Similarly, in the case of negative average tax liabilities (ii), K’s progressivity

orderings are not invalidated, but some observations need to be made. In or-
der to be progressive the pension system must reduce inequality with respect
to the distribution of actual lifetime incomes at retirement. As observed in
(Duclos, 2000), if the average tax rate is negative, then the pension system is
progressive whenever the concentration curve of (negative) tax liabilities lies
nowhere below the Lorenz curve of theoretical lifetime incomes at retirement,
ie. if subsidies are inequality reducing. Formally, given

∑n
i=1(`

∗
i − `i) < 0, the

pension system is progressive if and only if

µj(`
∗)− µj(`)

µ(`∗)− µ(`)
≥ µj(`

∗)
µ(`∗)

∀ j := 1, ..., n (2)

where µ and µj are the averaging operators as calculated on, respectively, the
whole distribution and the first j income units increasingly-ordered with re-
spect to `∗ (µj(`) = 1

n

∑j
i=1 `i). It is worth observing that the pension system

is progressive if subsidies are equally shared among members of the population
and, in the absence of individual positive tax liabilities, it is maximally pro-
gressive if the whole subsidy is received by the poorest income unit in terms
of theoretical lifetime income at retirement. Then, given the Lorenz ordering
in (2), K can be generalized in such a way to allow for both negative average
tax liabilities and independence of inter-generational redistribution as follows.

Claim 3.1 Given (i) (`∗− `) ∈ <n with
∑n

i=1(`
∗
i − `i) 6= 0 and (ii) ` ordering-

preserving with respect to `∗, then

K =

{
C(`∗ − `)−G(`∗), for

∑
i(`

∗
i − `i) > 0 =⇒ RS = t̄

1−t̄
K, (3a)

G(`∗)− C(`∗ − `) for
∑

i(`
∗
i − `i) < 0 =⇒ RS = s̄

1−s̄
K (3b)

where s̄ =
∑n

i=1
(`i−`∗i )∑n

i=1
`i

and K ∈ [−∞, +∞].

Proof 3.1 The extension of the well known (3a) to (3b) is straightforward
from (i) the Lorenz dominance condition in (2) and (ii) C(t) = 1−2

∫ 1
0 L(t)dt =

1− 2
∫ 1
0 L(−t)d(−t) = C(−t) (L(·) is an even function). 11

In order to highlight the distortion of progressivity orderings when RS is im-
plemented in the presence of inter-generational redistribution, it is worth ob-

11 It is worth observing that if the concentration curve is above the bisectrix, then
the concentration index is two-times the (negative) area between the bisectrix and
the concentration curve.
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serving that

K =





∑n
i=1 `i∑n
i=1 ti

RS if t̄ > 0, (4a)

−
∑n

i=1 `∗i∑n
i=1 ti

RS if t̄ < 0 (4b)

that is, as it might be expected, the distortion of RS is more likely to occur
whenever the two societies to be compared strongly differ in the (relative) size
of inter-generational redistribution.

4 A case study: pension reforms in Italy

Given the analytical framework above, it might be argued that the dis-
tortion induced by inter-generational redistribution is not large enough to
jeopardize comparisons in terms of intra-generational redistribution. In order
to verify the relevance of the distortion we compare Italian pension schemes
from 1992 to 2004. In particular, we consider six different schemes. The first
is the pre-1992 scheme. The others are obtained by introducing one reform
at each step up to the 2004 scheme, so that the latter involves all reforms
from the 1992 to the 2004. The Italian case is particularly convenient for our
purposes since pension reforms in the last two decades have seriously reduced
the size of inter-generational redistribution. Before 1992, the Italian pension
system was extremely generous: on average, the gap between the present value
of contributions and benefits at retirement was almost 30% of lifetime income
at retirement (CeRPSIM). After (i) the transition from a defined-benefit (DB)
to a notional defined-contribution (NDC) pension formula (1995), (ii) three
reforms aimed (mostly) at the definition of more stringent eligibility rules for
entitlement to pension benefits (1992, 1997 and 2004) and (iii) one reform
introducing a means-tested supplementary old-age allowance for poor retirees
(2002), the gap above has decreased from 30% to 2% of lifetime income at
retirement for younger cohorts. 12 As a result of such a huge change in the
size of inter-generational redistribution, a serious distortion of standard pro-
gressivity measures might be expected, especially in comparing the pre-1992
with the 2004 pension scheme.

For our analysis we use the same micro-data used by Borella and Coda Moscarola
(2006), which are generated through a stochastic dynamic micro-simulation
model by cohorts (CeRPSIM) . 13 The degree of progressivity after each reform
is calculated for six different cohorts (born in 1945, 1955, 1965, 1975, 1985,

12 For details on the nature of the pension reforms refer to Borella and
Coda Moscarola (2006).
13 In particular, Borella and Coda Moscarola (2006) analyze the impact of Italian
pension reforms in terms of overall redistribution, that is, the progressivity induced
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1995) of 15,000 individuals each retiring from the year 2000 onwards. Looking
at the slow transition from the DB to the NDC scheme (1995 reform), the
cohorts may be grouped into three categories. For the former (1945, 1955),
the 1995 reform does not (mostly) apply, so that the DB scheme (mostly)
applies. For the 1965 and 1975 cohorts, instead, the pro-rata mechanisms is
introduced, by which both DB and NDC apply proportionally. Finally, the
NDC fully applies to the 1985 and 1995 cohorts.

In order to highlight the magnitude of the distortion induced by inter-
generational redistribution, in this section we analyze the change in progressiv-
ity induced by each of the five pension reforms in Italy from 1992 to 2004 (1992,
1995, 1997, 2002, 2004) using two different approaches. First, we calculate pro-
gressivity in the presence of the distortion induced by inter-generational re-
distribution through RS. Next, intra-generational redistribution is calculated
by K (3).

When comparing progressivity orderings as obtained under RS (tab. 1 ap-
pendix) and K (tab. 2 appendix), some of the progressivity orderings are found
reversed, meaning that the distortion induced by inter-generational redistri-
bution is found empirically relevant. In Fig. 1 we compare the progressivity
orderings as obtained under RS and K. RS-based comparisons are reported
below the main diagonal, while K-based ones are above the main diagonal. By
“>” and “<” we indicate, respectively, progressivity orderings. For instance,
for cohort 1995, the “>” in the third line (95) of the first column (P92) in-
dicates that progressivity in the pre-1992 scheme - as measured by RS - is
larger than after the two reforms (1992 and 1995), ie. the two reforms as a
whole have been progressivity reducing (RS(P92) > RS(95)). Equivalently,
the “>” in the third column (95) of the first line (P92) column indicates the
pre-1992 scheme is more progressive than the 1995’s one, ie. K(P92) > K(95).
In this example, RS and K order equivalently the pre-1992 and the 1995 pen-
sion schemes, meaning that the presence of inter-generational redistribution
is not sufficient to jeopardize comparisons in terms of intra-generational re-
distribution. More in general, if each matrix in Fig. 1 is perfectly symmetric,
then the distortion induced by inter-generational redistribution is empirically

by both intra- and inter-generational redistribution as a whole. CeRPSIM-data on
education, entrance in the labor market, marriage and mortality are gained through
Monte Carlo simulations. Earnings profiles have been estimated on a panel of admin-
istrative data (INPS archive) separately for employees and self-employed workers,
men and women, white and blue collars. Earnings histories are estimated as a result
of two components: a deterministic, group-specific age profile and an unobserved
component modelled as an autoregressive process with an individual effect. In the
pension module for the computation of benefits under different regulations, individ-
uals are assumed to claim their pension benefits as soon as they are eligible. For
our computation observations are dropped whenever ` is ordering-reversing with
respect to `∗. These cases are found very rare (no more than a hundred on 15,000
observations for each cohort) and more recurrent for the eldest cohorts.
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Cohort: 1995 

RS\K P92 92 95 97 02 04 

P92 RS\K  > > 
92 RS\K > > 
95 > > RS\K > < < 
97 > > > RS\K < < 
02 < < RS\K >
04 < < > RS\K

Cohort: 1975 

RS\K P92 92 95 97 02 04 

P92 RS\K

92 RS\K < < 
95 RS\K > < < 
97 > RS\K < < 
02 > > > RS\K

04 > > > RS\K

Cohort: 1955 

RS\K P92 92 95 97 02 04 

P92 - - - - - - 
92 - RS\K > > <
95 - > RS\K > < < 
97 - > > RS\K < < 
02 - > > RS\K <
04 - > > > < RS\K

Cohort: 1985 

RS\K P92 92 95 97 02 04 

P92 RS\K  > > 
92 RS\K > > 
95 > > RS\K > < < 
97 > > > RS\K < < 
02 < < RS\K >
04 < < > RS\K

Cohort: 1965 

RS\K P92 92 95 97 02 04 

P92 RS\K > > > 
92 > RS\K > > < < 
95 > > RS\K > < < 
97 > > > RS\K < < 
02 < < < RS\K <
04 < < < < RS\K

Cohort: 1945 

RS\K P92 92 95 97 02 04 

P92 - - - - - - 
92 - RS\K > < < < 
95 - > RS\K > < < 
97 - < > RS\K < < 
02 - < < < RS\K <
04 - < < < < RS\K

<,>: matching progressivity orderings (RS and KAK) 

, : contrasting progressivity orderings (RS and KAK) 

*P92 = pre-1992 pension scheme 

**Data not available for 1945 and 1955 cohorts in the pre-1992 scheme (Borella and Coda Moscarola, 2006) 

Fig. 1. Progressivity comparisons. Source: author’s computations on CeRPSIM data.

irrelevant. However, this is not the case (in fig. 1 contrasting orderings are
reported in bold “I” or “J”).

If we exclude the 1975 cohort, whose public workers have been seriously
advantaged 14 with respect to the other cohorts by the 1992 reform, most of
the reversed orderings occur when comparing pension schemes which seriously
differ in the size of inter-generational redistribution, ie. the pre-1992 (or 1992)
and the 2002 (or 2004) pension schemes. In addition, as it might be expected,
reversed orderings are more recurrent for the 1995 and 1985 cohorts - fully
subjected to the NDC scheme - than for the 1975 and 1965 cohorts - partic-
ipating proportionally (pro-rata) to both the DB and NDC scheme - or, for
the 1945 and 1955 cohorts - mostly subjected to the DB (pre-1992) pension
scheme. 15

14 Because of the extremely high returns on the portion of contributions accrued in
the old DB pension scheme (Fornero and Castellino, 2001).
15 In terms of pension policies, it is worth observing that when comparing by K the
original (pre-1992) and the final pension scheme (2004), despite the transition from
DB to NDC, progressivity is increased. Such an apparently striking result supports
previous empirical evidences about the presence of a relevant source of perverse
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5 Concluding remarks

Existing approaches for the measurement of intra-generational redistribu-
tion are known to be distorted in the presence of inter-generational redistri-
bution. In this paper we show that, in order to eliminate such a distortion,
the Kakwani progressivity index might be appropriately extended in such a
way to allow simultaneously for (i) both positive and negative tax liabilities
and (ii) independence of inter-generational redistribution. In this sense, the
Kakwani progressivity index seems to match all major requirements for the
measurement of progressivity in tax-benefit schemes in general.

In order to highlight the empirical relevance of the distortion induced by
inter-generational redistribution, we analyze the impact on progressivity of five
pension reforms in Italy in the last two decades (1992-2004). We show that,
at least for the Italian case, comparisons of reforms in terms of progressivity
would prove seriously misleading whenever inter-generational redistribution is
not appropriately taken into account. In particular, our results suggest that
the Kakwani index is definitely required when pension systems to be compared
strongly differ in the relative size of the inter-generational component.

Future research will concentrate on the multi-dimensional generalization
of the Kakwani progressivity index. This would allow to capture by-period,
instead of lifetime-based (ie. averaged) redistribution.

redistribution in the old DB Italian pension scheme (Castellino, 1995).
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APPENDIX

RS P-92 92 95 97 02 04

1945 - 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.007

1955 - 0.014 0.008 0.008 0.012 0.015

1965 0.040 0.013 0.005 0.005 0.016 0.016

1975 0.039 0.022 0.010 0.010 0.024 0.023

1985 0.042 0.023 0.001 0.001 0.010 0.006

1995 0.045 0.025 0.001 0.001 0.010 0.005

Tab.1. Reynolds-Smolensky progressivity indexes by cohort and pension system. Source:
CeRPSIM.

K P-92 92 95 97 02 04

1945 - 0.016 0.015 0.016 0.027 0.027

1955 - 0.048 0.040 0.040 0.061 0.085

1965 0.101 0.057 0.047 0.047 0.134 0.150

1975 0.100 0.118 0.257 0.257 0.403 0.441

1985 0.110 0.132 0.030 0.030 0.467 0.284

1995 0.120 0.149 0.060 0.060 0.482 0.285

Tab.2. Kakwani progressivity indexes by cohort and pension system. Source: CeRP-
SIM.
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